THE TRESTINO GRILLE AND NAPOLI GRILLE ROLLER SHUTTERS

Both the Trestino Grille and the Napoli Grille are high security steel roller shutter doors suitable for a wide variety of applications that require good ventilation and/or visibility, such as:

- Shop front windows and entrances, for example fashion stores, jewellers, boutiques
- Shopping mall entrances
- Factory accesses
- Warehouses

Benefits

- Suitable for high security applications
- Allow high visibility
- Provide excellent ventilation
- Easy to operate roller shutter
- Aesthetically pleasing designs
- Allow access with security
- Custom manufactured
- Durable and reliable
- Economical installation and maintenance
- Optimised utilisation of space
Material
The Napoli and Trestino Grilles are mechanically constructed from 10mm round mild steel rods, bent into the appropriate shape and linked together by 2mm thick mild steel clips at 230mm centres. The grilles are assembled before surface finishing.

Size Range
The maximum width is 5000mm
The maximum height is 5000mm

Finishes
The Trestino and Napoli Grilles are available in a factory finish wet spray paint in three standard colours:

- Bronze/brown
- Black
- Silver

These grilles may also be galvanised on special request and is advised for coastal regions.

Operation
- Push up options are available within certain size limits
- Chain operation through endless chain and gear
- Crank operation includes a manually operated gearbox in place of the endless chain
- Electrical options available to suit specific requirements